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ABSTRACT: We characterize the kinetics of dimer formation of the short amyloid
microcrystal-forming tetrapeptides NNQQ by constructing coarse master equations for the
conformational dynamics of the system, using temperature replica-exchange molecular
dynamics (REMD) simulations. We minimize the effects of Kramers-type recrossings by
assigning conformational states based on their sequential time evolution. Transition rates are
further estimated from short-time state propagators by maximizing the likelihood that the
extracted rates agree with the observed atomistic trajectories without any a priori
assumptions about their temperature dependence. Here, we evaluate the rates for both
continuous replica trajectories that visit different temperatures and for discontinuous data
corresponding to each REMD temperature. While the binding−unbinding kinetic process is
clearly Markovian, the conformational dynamics of the bound NNQQ dimer has a complex
character. Our kinetic analysis allows us to discriminate between short-lived encounter pairs
and strongly bound conformational states. The conformational dynamics of NNQQ dimers
supports a kinetically driven aggregation mechanism, in agreement with the polymorphic
character reported for amyloid aggregates such as microcrystals and fibrils.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of biomolecules
play increasingly central roles in complementing a

variety of experimental and theoretical studies in fields ranging
from material nanoscience to drug design. However, MD
studies are continuously challenged by the intrinsic complexity
of atomistic systems, and developments well beyond Moore’s
Law (i.e., hardware improvements) are required to extend their
applicability range, particularly to biomolecular systems.1−6

Modern simulations rely increasingly on advanced enhanced
sampling algorithms and analysis methods that help to
overcome some of the large data complexity and size-related
limitations of systems such as solvated biomolecules and
interacting complexes.3,6,7

Here we show how the complex binding−unbinding
dynamics of peptides can be characterized in detail with
atomistic MD simulations in an explicit solvent, using an
analysis method based on coarse master equations (CMEs).2,8,9

Without loss of generality, but motivated by computational
sampling concerns, we apply our analysis method to the
dimerization process of NNQQ peptides, some of the smallest
amyloids with biomedical relevance, characterized both
theoretically and experimentally in their fibrillar and micro-
crystalline forms.10−14 We show how replica-exchange MD
(REMD),9,15−18 a powerful and increasingly popular algorithm

recently implemented in many atomistic molecular simulation
packages, can be used in conjunction with the CME approach
to overcome sampling limitations and to analyze the otherwise
complex dynamics of two interacting NNQQ tetrapeptides in
explicit water.
On the basis of possible packing conformations reported for

microcrystals, we use the four distances (d1, d2, d3, and d4)
between the terminal heavy atoms of the equivalent side chains
in the two peptides (see Figure 1a). While we have also
considered other measures as possible reaction coordinates
(RCs), such as the distance between the centers of mass (dCM)
or end-to-end distances (dEE), we observe that d3 and d4 best
separate the population basins. Note that the conformational
dynamics of each monomer could be responsible for different
binding modes that would correspond to the same value of a
single low-dimensional RC (e.g., dCM). The conformational
distributions of our short NNQQ tetrapeptides are rather
broad, especially at high temperatures (see dEE histograms in
Figure S1). Here we prefer thus to use the set of two well-
defined distances d3 and d4 that can capture the differences in
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populations between various binding modes (Figure 1) better
than, for example, principal-component-based collective varia-
bles that offer less local information but can be useful for larger
systems.19−25

Six population peaks, corresponding to various binding
modes denoted by S1−S6, are observed in the population
density map in Figure 1c for our highest REMD temperature
(T15 = 369 K) and in Figure 1b for the lowest temperature (T0
= 310 K). The dissociated state S7 is depicted for a cutoff
distance of 20 Å (dashed line). In this study, five microcrystal-
like initial conformations (ICs) of NNQQ dimers (see Figure
1a) are used to initialize five independent REMD simulations.
The ICs similar to classes 1A, 1B, and 4 (see ref 11 for the
definitions of these structural classes) were taken from the
Protein Data Bank (2ONX and 2OLX),11 with ICs for class 2
and 3 being set up using VMD.26 The MD package
GROMACS27 was used with the Amber 99sb force field.28

The dimer is placed in a cubic simulation box of side 40 Å, and
is solvated using explicit TIP3P water molecules29 with periodic
boundary conditions. The resulting boxes contain 2132 water
molecules, and 6525 atoms in total. To enhance the sampling
of the underlying free-energy landscape, REMD is used with 16
replicas spanning a temperature range of 310.00−369.08 K.
The replica temperatures in our REMD runs were optimized
(Figure S6).30 The results of the CME analysis are not, in
principle, dependent on the details of the REMD simulation
setup, as long as the data contains sufficient, converged
information about the underlying kinetics intrinsic to the
system being studied. Each replica is equilibrated at its target
temperature with position restraints before running the
production MD simulation in the NPT ensemble. We use
Langevin dynamics with a friction coefficient of 0.1 ps−1,31 an
integration time step of 2 fs, Berendsen pressure coupling,32

and a particle-mesh Ewald method with switching distance for
nonbonded electrostatics and van der Waals interactions at 8.5

Å and a cutoff distance of 10 Å. Coordinates are saved every 1
ps, and REMD exchanges also are attempted every 1 ps, with an
average acceptance probability of ∼30%. Attempting an
exchange as often as possible has been found to enhance the
sampling even further.16,33 The five ICs are simulated for 160
ns for each replica, giving a total REMD running time of 800 ns
and thus a total MD simulation time of 12.8 μs. As shown in
Figures S2 and S3 (discussed below), this is more than twice
the amount of data needed for convergence of relevant kinetic
quantities.
Intermediate states are assigned for the NNQQ dimer using

a transition-based assignment (TBA) method proven to
minimize the effects of fast Kramers-type recrossings by
considering not only instantaneous conformations but also
the sequential time evolution of transitions between conforma-
tional states.2,8 TBA is a simple yet powerful two-step method
that allows us to convert multidimensional atomistic trajectories
into coarse-grained trajectories transitioning between relatively
few discrete conformational states. In step 1 of TBA, only the
conformational points in the immediate vicinity of population
maxima are assigned to their corresponding states (see Figure
1). In step 2, trajectory points outside these neighborhoods
(i.e., unassigned in step 1) are assigned to a certain state if they
are located on a transition path that both originates and ends in
that state without crossing any other neighborhood boundary.
Alternatively, trajectory points on transition paths between
different states are assigned to the nearest, already labeled state.
As shown previously, this eliminates short, nonreactive Kramers
recrossings.2,8 Specific to REMD simulations is the fact that the
atomistic coordinates are typically saved at each temperature in
data files for which we use the term “T-trajectories” (i.e.,
corresponding to one temperature T, and thus to all the
different replicas evolving at this T). To fully characterize the
REMD simulation, the history of replica exchange events is also
saved separately in corresponding exchange data files. The
information from both these types of files can be used to
generate what we denote as “R-trajectories” (i.e., corresponding
to a replica R as it progresses at different temperatures after
accepted exchange events).
Importantly, unlike the typical T-trajectories, R-trajectories

are continuous in time and can thus be used to assign states
with our TBA method. It is only after this step, by using again
the exchange history data, that states can also be assigned
accurately along the more typical REMD T-trajectories,
enabling thus the temperature-dependent investigation of the
dynamics.
The state-assigned REMD trajectories, representing tran-

sitions between the six bound and one dissociated state (Figure
1b,c), are further analyzed by collecting short-time propagators
(Green’s functions), G(n,Δt|m,0), defined as the conditional
probabilities that the system is in state n at time Δt, given that it
was initially in state m at time t0 = 0. The time window Δt is
also known as the propagator’s “lag time”. The likelihood
function of one continuous Markovian MD trajectory can be
written for a system with N states2,8,34 as

∏Λ = Δ |
=

−
ΔG n t m[ ( , , 0)]

n m

N
N t

MD
, 0

1
( )nm

(1)

where Nnm(Δt) is the number of transitions that take a
trajectory from state m to state n after the lag time Δt in a
segment uninterrupted by replica exchange.9 Here, we
generalize the likelihood function to the two types of

Figure 1. (a) Five initial conditions of the NNQQ dimers. The
reaction coordinates are distances d1, d2, d3, and d4 between the last
carbon atom of each residue on one monomer and the corresponding
carbon on the other monomer. (b) Contour plot of the projection of
d3 and d4 showing the normalized populations at T0 (310 K) and (c) at
T15 (369 K) used to identify states S1−S7 of the system.
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trajectories available from an REMD simulation (i.e., T- and R-
trajectories) where we have NR replicas running at NT
temperatures (commonly, including in our study, NR = NT).
We note that Nnm(Δt) can be decomposed in values
corresponding to a specific replica R, with R ∈ {1,...,NR}, at
each temperature Ti, with i ∈ {1,...,NT}, denoted by
Nnm,R(Δt,Ti). Accordingly, GTi

(n,Δt|m,0) is the corresponding
transition probability. Thus, the likelihood of a T-trajectory,
running at temperature Ti, can be written as9

∏ ∏

∏
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convergence, we also define a likelihood of an R-trajectory
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is the corresponding propagator for the R-trajectories. In this
case, we follow ref 16 and assume that the replica exchange
dynamics is fast compared to transitions between states, and
can thus be ignored.
For converged REMD simulations with fast exchange, all R-

trajectories are evolving in the same ensemble corresponding to
a representative, “intermediate” (i.e., over the entire set of
REMD temperatures),16,35 dynamics of system replicas.
According to eq 4, the corresponding replica propagator,
GREMD(n,Δt|m,0), is effectively the weighted geometric mean of
the propagators corresponding to each REMD temperature, Ti.
To examine statistical uncertainties, we can combine the

propagators extracted from all the R-trajectories to construct a
single REMD likelihood (i.e., accounting for transitions
occurring in all the replicas) written as
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where Δ = ∑ Δ=N t N t( ) ( )nm R
N

nm R
REMD

1 ,
R is the number of m to n

transitions occurring in all the continuous R-trajectories and,
typically, NR = NT. The total REMD likelihood function in eq 5
can be obtained either as a product of the likelihoods in eq 2

(i.e., for all temperatures), or as a product of the likelihoods in
eq 3 (i.e., for all replicas).
Importantly, each of the likelihood functions defined above

depends on the transition rates of the corresponding system8

through the relation G(n,Δt|m,0) = [eKΔt]nm where K is the
corresponding N-dimensional rate matrix. Note that the
optimal elements of the rate matrix K can be defined as the
rates knm that maximize the likelihood Λ that a stochastic
trajectory corresponding to K would have the same number of
transitions as collected in the transition matrix N. Thus, for
both T- and R-trajectories we can search in the space of
possible rates knm for the ones that maximize each likelihood
function in eqs 2, 3, or 5. Note that this is often a nontrivial
multidimensional search that can be, however, simplified
because the upper- and lower-diagonal elements of the rate
matrix are related through detailed balance. Specifically, we
perform simulated annealing using a Metropolis Monte Carlo
algorithm with rates knm as parameters, as described before for
the analysis of folding rates of monomeric Ala234 and Ala58,9

molecules. This approach is known as the maximum likelihood
propagator-based (MLPB) method.8,9 Here, we have thus an
initial system with 7 candidate states (Figure 1b,c). The
corresponding 7 × 7 rate matrices, extracted from the REMD
runs at each temperature, are analyzed and shown to converge
after using as little as 50% of the total data (i.e., 400 ns of
REMD, Figures S2 and S3). To discuss the dynamics captured
by each rate matrix K, we compare the relative values of the
populations estimated for each state, lifetimes, and relaxation
times. The convergence of the extracted populations, lifetimes,
and relaxation times is illustrated in Figures S2 and S3 for the
lowest (310 K) and highest (369.08 K) temperatures,
respectively.
As proposed previously, we also study the dependence of our

results on the quality of the TBA state identification used
(Figure S4).2,8 As an additional test, we extract the
corresponding dynamics using the R-trajectories (eqs 3 and
5), with much better statistical data because all replicas are
equivalent. We show that the “replica” conformational
dynamics is intermediate to the ones corresponding to our
lowest and highest REMD temperatures (Figure S5).16,35

Importantly, when using Markovian transition probabilities
to define trajectory likelihoods8 such as in eqs 2−5, monitoring
the dependence of the extracted rate matrices on the lag time
allows us to identify sampling-related or possibly non-
Markovian kinetic effects that could affect the relaxation
processes at these scales. Here, we use the continuous R-
trajectories (often ignored in most REMD simulations) to
monitor the dependence of extracted relaxation times on the
lag time Δt. This dependence shows clearly (Figure 2) that, for
the NNQQ dimer system, it is only the slowest relaxation time
(τ2, see Figure 2) that is not Δt-dependent to a very good
approximation. For Δt on the order of 10 ps or less, non-
Markovian effects are apparent in the propagators extracted
from atomistic MD trajectories. In this case, the fast relaxation
times (Figure 2 inset) depend on the lag time used in the
analysis, increasing monotonically with Δt. Together with the
observed significant splitting in the eigenvalue spectrum (λ3/λ2
= τ2/τ3) varying between approximately 5 at 310 K and 10 at
369 K, Figures S2 and S3), this leads us to infer that the kinetics
is two-state-like to a good approximation,36,37 most likely
because of the significant free-energy barrier for the binding−
unbinding dynamics of the NNQQ peptides. By contrast, the
absence of high barriers between the binding modes S1−S6 and
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the presence of unresolved substates (Figure 1b,c) lead to more
complex dynamic transitions within the bound state.
To study this further, we project the REMD dynamics on the

two-state bound and dissociated dimer states as illustrated by
using distances d2, d3, and d4 in Figure 3a. Even in this higher-
dimensional RC space, it is evidently difficult to separate the
truly bound dimers from short-lived “encounter” conformations
that are due to nonreactive collisions.
A separation (Figure 3) is made possible by our kinetic

analysis and transition-based assignment (TBA) method. In
Figure 3b, we show the probability density along a more typical
RC: the center of mass distance dCM for the two monomers.
Note that we can thus separate the contribution of the
kinetically dissociated S7 state from the cumulative distribution
of the bound states, S1−S6, and that the probability to be
dissociated is higher at larger temperatures. Without any a
priori assumptions of, e.g., an Arrhenius temperature depend-
ence of the rates, we can thus calculate the corresponding
binding rates (kon, Figure 3c green) and dissociation rates (koff,
Figure 3c blue), with errors estimated by block averaging.
For sampling efficiency, we simulate at conditions with

relatively high binding probability, and thus the population of
the dissociated state S7 is small. However, these results can be
used to estimate the corresponding behavior at different
concentrations (i.e., simulation box sizes) by considering that
koff would not be expected to depend on concentration and that
the binding process (kon) is diffusion-controlled. We also
estimate the corresponding kon and koff rates from R-trajectories,
both for individual replicas (Figure S6, blue) and for all the
combined R-trajectories (Figure S6, green value), and we show
that they are intermediate to the values obtained for T-
trajectories (Figure S6, red).
To test for convergence, we also show that the fraction of the

total REMD simulation time spent by each of the 16 replicas at
each temperature is the same to a very good approximation
(blue, lines, Figure S7a). Values corresponding to our first
initial condition 1B (Figure 1) are illustrated in Figure S7. The
“equal occupancy” feature of parallel tempering38 is independ-
ent of the choice of ensemble temperatures and is a useful
method for assessing the performance of parallel tempering
simulations.38,39 Additionally, the moments of temperature

distributions corresponding to each replica trajectory are
essentially the same, as shown in Figure S7b.
The T-dependent kinetic networks of the NNQQ dimer are

illustrated in Figure 4. We calculate transition fluxes (number of
transitions per nanosecond) between the conformational states
of the dimer at T0 in Figure 4a and at T15 in Figure 4b. The
dominant fluxes (> 0.01 transitions per 1 ns for transitions
involving S7 and > 0.1 per ns otherwise) between bounded
conformational basins (black) and dissociation/binding rates
(red, Markovian transitions) are shown. Note that the
backward and forward fluxes should be ideally equal to each
other at equilibrium, but they are likely different for actual
simulations8 because of statistical sampling reasons, as
illustrated in Figure 4a,b. The dimer populations (black) are
normalized to the total population of bound states to
emphasize the T-dependence of the binding modes. The
population of the dissociated state (S7, red) corresponds to the
coarse grained Markovian two-state system. S2 is the most
populated bounded basin (23.8%) at T0, and at all temper-
atures, the dissociation pathway predominantly occurs through
state S6. The number of transitions between S1 and S2 is
reduced at higher temperatures, the system also spending less
time in either state (PS1(T0) = 17.8%, PS1(T15) = 14.7% and
PS2(T0) = 23.8%, PS2(T15) = 19.4%). A similar situation

Figure 2. Slowest relaxation time τ2, related to the overall binding−
unbinding process, becomes invariant with propagator lag time. Inset:
Lag time dependence of the faster relaxation times τ3−τ7 of the
conformational states of the dimer. To probe convergence, all time
constants were estimated from pooled R-trajectories according to eq 5.

Figure 3. (a) Three dimensional (d2 vs d3 vs d4) plot of the
distribution of dimer states (red) and dissociated monomer states
(blue). (b) Probability distribution of the system as a function of the
distance between the center of mass of each monomer, dCM. This
allows us to separate P(dCM) at 369 K (black) into the dimer
contribution (red) and the dissociated monomer contribution (blue).
P(dCM) at 310 K (green) is shown for reference. (c) Arrhenius plot of
log(koff) (blue diamonds) and log(kon) (green circles) versus 1/T.
kon/off were estimated by projecting the 7-state dynamics on a 2-state
(binding−unbinding) model with the same dissociated state S7.
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happens between S2 and S3, but it is not as pronounced. Nearly
all other fluxes increase with temperature.
Representative structures of the NNQQ dimer states are

shown in Figure 4c with the first N residue in red and the final
Q residue in green. Our analysis allows us to characterize these
binding modes without the need of additional clustering. Note
that, in spite of their small lengths, when part of the S1−S6
dimer basins, the NNQQ monomers adopt preferentially
nonextended, hairpin-like conformations.13 However, the
interbasin free-energy barriers are all relatively small as
compared to the dissociation/binding process, and micro-
crystal-like11 extended conformations are also observed with
significant probability (see dEE histogram in Figure S1). As
shown in Figure 4, states S1 and S2 (and S4 and S5, respectively)
interconvert more rapidly than the other states, at all
temperatures, and may thus be merged in a more detailed
analysis. Interconversion between binding modes is about an
order of magnitude faster than dissociation, which occurs
preferentially from S6.
While these mechanistic details are expected to be, of course,

dependent on choices such as force field, temperature range,
and other modeling and order parameters used, nevertheless,
this study illustrates the broad range of detailed inferences that
are enabled by our approach.
As an additional check, the slowest relaxation time, τ2, of the

system is calculated using four different methods as a function
of the lag time Δt (Figure 4d). The value of τ2 extracted from
the initial 7 × 7 rate matrix calculated by the MLPB method
shown is in black. This rate matrix is coarse grained to a 2 × 2
rate matrix, and the resulting value is shown in blue. Another
estimate is obtained by initially assigning only two states (red),
using a radius of 2.5 Å for a circle centered on the dimer basin
in Figure 1b,c, and using the same cutoff definition of the
dissociated monomers state. The final value of τ2 is obtained

using a lifetime-based method with the data that was initially
assigned as a two-state system.8

Finally, we examine the distribution of bound-state lifetimes
of the system in R-trajectories (Figure 4e). A single exponential
decay is observed, consistent with two-state Markovian
binding−unbinding kinetics.36,37,40

In summary, we show that our CME-based formalism, using
transition likelihood maximization and TBA, can be coupled
with enhanced sampling REMD simulations with explicit water
molecules to characterize the kinetics of dimer formation of
short NNQQ amyloid-forming peptides. Importantly, the
extracted temperature-dependent kinetic mechanism does not
rely on any assumption regarding the functional form (e.g.,
Arrhenius or not) of the transition rates. Here, we evaluate the
rates both for continuous replica trajectories that visit different
temperatures and for discontinuous data corresponding to each
REMD temperature. By exhaustively sampling (see Figures S2
and S3) the conformational states of the system using atomistic
REMD, we show that our systematic analysis allows us to
identify and characterize fast interconverting binding modes, as
well as of the slower binding−unbinding kinetics. Central to
our approach is the use of the TBA method to eliminate the
negative effects of Kramers-type recrossings on the estimated
rate coefficients by assigning conformational states based on
their sequential time evolution.2,8

With carefully designed tests (e.g., by monitoring the lag time
dependence of relaxation times, as in Figure 2, or the
exponential decay of state lifetimes, as in Figure 4e), we
probe and quantify the limitations of the a priori Markovian
assumption on the nature of proposed conformational basins.
While the binding−unbinding kinetic process in this case
appears to be clearly Markovian, the conformational dynamics
of the bound NNQQ dimer has a more complex character. We
note that in spite of using several relevant distances as order

Figure 4. (a) Transition fluxes between bound states of the dimer in black with clearly Markovian fluxes of the binding−unbinding process in red for
T0 (310 K) and for (b) T15 (369 K). Only the dominant fluxes are shown with units of reciprocal nanoseconds. The arrow widths reflect the
magnitude of flux. (c) Representative structures of each of the conformational states of the dimer. (d) Four methods of calculating the slowest
relaxation time of the system, for R-trajectories, as a function of the lag time Δt. (e) Log of the distribution of the lifetimes of the dimer state showing
single exponential behavior.
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parameters for extracting the dimerization kinetics, the true
character of the transitions between bound states may be
revealed only by an additional analysis focused on this specific
aspect and using better reaction coordinates. Nevertheless, our
kinetic analysis provides a foundation for a quantitative
discrimination between short-lived encounter pairs of peptides
and stronger bound conformational dimer states (Figures 3 and
4). While understanding the detailed mechanisms of amyloid
peptides interactions has a general biomedical importance, our
focus on NNQQ peptides is motivated more by their small size
and high biophysical relevance,41−43 being some of the first
amyloid microcrystal-forming peptides.11 The conformational
dynamics of NNQQ dimers extracted from our REMD
simulations supports a kinetically driven aggregation mecha-
nism,42,44 in agreement with the polymorphic character
reported for amyloid aggregates such as microcrystals and
fibrils.11,12,45
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